Employees of University of Washington and their family members are eligible for a **30% discount** when enrolling in an On Call International retail membership.

There are five membership types: Single Trip, Annual Basic, Mature Annual (Age 77+), Deluxe Annual and Academic. Each has an individual and family option (with exception of the Academic).

**All Memberships have the following features***:

- All Memberships include medical and travel assistance; the medical evacuation and repatriation benefit is **unlimited**.
- The benefit for evacuation and repatriation kicks in when a Member is hospitalized due to illness or injury while traveling 50 miles or more from home or campus. *The evacuation does not need to be deemed medically necessary for coverage*; On Call will provide medical transportation to the hospital of the Member’s choice upon request following hospitalization.
- Under a family membership, **up to 9 dependents** can be enrolled with no additional cost. A dependent is a spouse, domestic partner, or unmarried children over 30 days old and under 19 years of age, or up to and including 25 years if they are a full time student OR wholly dependent upon the Member for maintenance and support.

**The Deluxe Membership includes the following additional membership services***:

- Political Evacuation and return home, benefit is unlimited
- Natural Disaster Evacuation and return home, benefit is unlimited
- Return of Traveling Companion
- Pet Return

*Full Description of Services can be found online, conditions and limitations apply to all memberships.*

**To Enroll:**

To learn more about the membership types, obtain quotes and enroll with the University of Washington 30% discount, simply visit [www.oncallinternational.com/go/Washington](http://www.oncallinternational.com/go/Washington)

Choose the “Buy Now” tab on top left. If you would like to review the Full Description of Services, simply click through the link in the description of the Membership – here you will see a full list of services and at the bottom of that list, there is a link to the full document.

When you are ready, click “Get Quote” – please note that the UW discount is applied at the end of the sale and quotes do not reflect the discount.

**To apply the discount, on the payment information page enter the following in the Coupon Code box:** **UWSPECIAL** and click apply. You should see your reduced rate and can now complete the sale.